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Preface 
 IGET

 Brand wind generator is suitable for the area, where is less electricity or no electricity. Such as  

rural area, pasturing area, mountain or island area. The ideal power supply for lamp and TV etc. iget

generator sets are of efficient utilization, starting with low wind speed, wide range of 

working wind speed and anti-wind ability. 

A. Performance introduction iget

 wind generator is the low-speed type of wind generator, which adopts wind speed 

sensor and wind direction sensor to realize the intelligent control and automatical shutdown if when it is 

super-wind or over-voltage. It is of high power generation efficiency, easy maintenance and high reliability, 

which ensure that it is an device adoptable by the rural and pasturing area, the border of island, 

observatory etc. where is rich in wind resource, but lack the regularly energy. So the wind generator can 

offer secure power supply to user’s something like lighting, color TV and navigation mark. 

 

B.  Structure Feature iget

 50KW middle type wind generator set includes windmill, the generating part 

(generator, brake system, direction-adjust device), tower, anemoscope, dogvane, intelligent controller 

etc. 

The windmill contains the ball hub and airfoil blade with FRP in material. It is  

Elegant sculpt, high lift-to-drag ratio, excellent performance. The hydraulic control system applies the 

brake and adjusts the direction to make sure that the wind generator start smooth and reliable.  

C. Assembling list and Function. 

1. Tower 
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    We adopt the ø600 guy cable steel tube tower,  it is 18m in height with 4 pulling lines to fix. 

2. Anemoscope 

 

It is used for checking the wind speed and then transfer the signal to controller. 

3. Dogvane 

 

 

     It is used for checking the facing angle of wind generator 

4. Windmill 

 
It contains blades, hub, dome and bolts with kits. Assemble blades to the ball hub�they are the main parts 
which transfer wind energy into the kinetic energy as well as the driving device of the whole system  
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5. The Revolving assembly 

 

 
 

6. Intelligent Controller 
The controller of wind generator we adopt is with inverter in it and it is PLC intelligent controlling. Firstly it will 

rectify and adjust the AC power into DC and then recharge the batteries. Meanwhile, it detects the work of the 

battery status to make the corresponding control. What’s more, it still receives the signal of anemoscope and 

dogvane and makes the corresponding control as well. When the generator is something like superheat, overvoltage, 

over electric current, the intelligent part will give order to the generator to realize the self- protection.(the detailed 

information, please refer to the control specification) 
 

 
Control faceplate 
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D. Technical Parameter 

1� Tower 

Rotund, galvanized, steel tube, guy cable style tower is 18 m, with removable ladder 

2� Control System 

Direction Adjustment: dogvane, anemoscope, rotating speed checking controller send the defluxion 
signal. 
Speed Adjustment: Automatically adjust the angle to the wind 
Super speed Protection: Automatically adjust the angle to the wind, but keep itself under the rated rotated 
speed. 
Self Untwist: when the wind generator rotates to 3 circles and up, when shut down the wind generator, the 

cable can self untwist itself to keep the cable fine. 
Shutdown Protection: The voltage is 450V, temperature is 120degrees, It will shut down itself 

automatically when the wind speed is over 25m/s 
Brake Device: hydraulic brake system 
Display Items: wind speed, voltage, electric current, alarm. overvoltage, under voltage, super wind speed. 

3� Windmill 

Blade Diameter: 18m 
Blade No. : 3 pcs 
The designed tip-speed ratio: 6 
Angle of elevation: 4 degrees 
Chord length (tip/root) 430/1000mm 
Blades material: FRP 
Rotating direction: clockwise 
Hub: ball steel tube 
 

4� Generator 

Three-phase permanent magnetic generator 

5� Performance 

Rated Power 50KW 
Rated Voltage: 380V 
Rated Rotated Speed: 80r/m 
Rated Wind Speed: 13m/s 
Start Up wind speed 3m/s 
Shutdown wind speed: 25m/s 
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E. Installation Steps 
 1�the first step, choose the suitable place to install. 
Note: the location will play an important role for the wind generator.  
Wind power generated by the moving wind, the wind generator transforms the wind’s motivity to rolling 
motivity and then to electricity power. The formula of the wind power is wind speed’s cubic  
That means when the wind speed increases by 10%, ( for example from 9 metres/ second to 10m/s), the 
wind power increases by 37%, the output power of the wind generator gains the nearly rate. If the wind 
generator is put to a high location, so the wind speed will be high. So it is properly to put the generator to 
the high location and far from the barriers.  
Furthermore, it must be considered that the distance between the generator and the batteries, because 
the shorter distance, using less transmit electricity strips so results in much more efficiency and wastes 
less. If the distance cannot be reduced, the thick standard electricity strip would be a better choice. 
 
Step 2: construct the base which is the essential for the anchorage. 
 
1. at the place you choose above, dig a hole, its size is 3 m by 3m by 3m, in the direction of four 

bevels(about 9m to the hole) dig another 4 holes for fixing the steel bar, which size are all 2 m by 2m 
by 2m ( picture as below). 

2. put the C25 concrete at the centre part, put 16 pieces of screws into the hole and match them to the 
holes in the base.�the base of free standing tower is different from that of the guy cable tower� 

 
Step 3: assemble the tower and wind generator. 
 
1. Connect the upper and downside parts of the pole 
2. Put the generator’s and wind speed machine’s strips to the standing pole, and then pull them out from 

its bottom. 
3. Fix the flanges of the rolling machine and the standing pole with the screws. Note, the axis of the 

generator should place upside to make the instalment of the blades and flanges more convenient. 
     The bear of the wind generator should be upward in order to install the blades and hub. 
1. Fix the flange. Clean up the pigment and dust inside the holes of the axis and flange, and then put in 

the flange, place a sheet and the nuts, adding one more nut to tight them up. Finally, locking.  
2. Cover the board on the blades, fix the nuts at the beginning, don’t tie the nuts up 
3. Put the dome  which is for orienting the wind 
4. Install the dogvane Connect the sensor to the of terminals of the generators.  
 
Note: the instalment of the wind direction has its own sense of direction; all 5 holes must be put upside.  
Note: the right or left sensor signal line should be adjusted. 
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Building the terra cage like the chart. Firstly use the flat iron to weld 2 frames like the base(size is as follow, 

the hole is drilled inΦ31) to fix the anchors. Then cover the two hobs onto the anchor and then take use of 

the nut to fix the upper flat hob at the whorl of the steel bar, the lower flat iron hob welded on the 1/3 to the 

end of anchor. Note: the top of anchor should be 180mm to 200mm higher than the flat hob( to adjust the 

base).in addition,  in order to make the foundation tough, you can weld some steel bars to around the 

terra cage. 

 

Base 
Put the terra cage into the middle of the base hole and the below part you can spread some carpolite, 

and then pour C25 cement. Put the four terra hooks into the hook hole. A 45°of separation angle 

should be set between the hook and the ground. Then pour the C25 cement into the hole. 

Note: the base surface, should keep horizontal and the whorl of terra bolts should be clean or you 

use adhesive tape to entwine the whorl. 
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Wring the but of flat hob downward to the ground. Besides this, 15 screw caps should be in the same 

level by the gradienter. Operate all of the working on the foundation when the wind speed is 10m/s or 

below. 

 

The Third Step� Assemble the tower and cabinet 

1. Welding the base flange to the bottom pole, fix the corresponding ladder to the three poles, the upper 

pole, middle pole and the bottom pole the thress parts, assemble them and put them onto the bracket. 

One steel line go through the pulling ring and then wind the tower for 1.5 circles clockwise at last 

come out from the diagonally pulling ring, the other one is in the same way but counterclockwise to 

reduce counteracting the torque which may bring the base bolts a sheating force. 

Note the position of the three, base center, pulling ring and terra hook. 

When welded the base, the included angle should keep the four pulling line go through the center 

of the pole, or else the torque to the pole may shear the bolts of base and thus cut down the safety 

factor. 

  

 

planform 
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Let all of the cables go through the tower and out from the foot. 

2.  

Lift the cabinet and put it on the ground. Install the dogvane and anemoscope on to the 

corresponding position of cabinet tail. 

Note when install the dogvane, you should keep it in a certain direction and horizontal, or 

else it can not check the wind direction correctly because of the gravity of dogvane itself 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Assemble the safety guards like chart above and put it side of cabinet 

Open the cabin superstructure, all the electrical cables through a base hole, are connected with the 

corresponding block of terminals of the cabinet tail 

4. lifting flying rings of the front cabinet and connect the revolving flange with and pole flange by bolts. 

Note keep the shaft of the wind generator upward so that to install the blades and hub. 

 

5. install hub and blades. fix the three blades to from the inside of hub by the M16*90 bolt and then fix 

the  front cover of hub by the M16*30 bolts. 

Note: 1.  

1. Attention the mark of blades and the mark hub are in Alignment to ensure the installation of blade 

angle consistently. (Chart as follow) 
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2.   The bolt’s winding torque of blades is over 210 N·M 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. The hub and blades Assemble, carry the hub and blades assemble by the lifting belt to the cabinet. 

Make sure the stairs of the hub’s latter cover consistently and toughen the 24pcs of M16-3.,the screw 

down torque is over 210 N·M. Install the tensioned kits to the position of hub’s front cover, and 

winding the bolts toughly. The screw down torque is over 103 N·M 

Note when screw down the tensioned kits, screw down the bolt symmetrically and 

well-proportioned and not in sequence by the torque spanner in case the tensioned kits inclined 

to cause that they are not in the same consenter. 

7. install the dome. Making sure that the mark of dome and the mark of blades is consistent so that the 

screw holes are suitable to fix by the M8*20 bolt�the screw down torque is 18-25.4 N·M. 

  Note: make sure the dome in the same consenter and not inclined, firstly adjust the dome and 

blades and after all of them consistent and screw down and make them tough again 

8.  Before erecting the tower, please pin two of the three blades by two lines in order to navigate 

The Fourth Step: Erect the tower 

1. fix the pulling line on the front of the cabinet( referring to the position the third step the fourth point) 

and then drive the crane slowly 

note: when lift the cabinet, cooperation spirit is very important and the windmill  does not 

bump the crane leg to be broken 

2. In order to keep safety, all people around must stand outside the circle at least 20 metres. 

3. When erected the tower, fix the foot bolts, meanwhile fix the pulling line and keep them tense and 

tougher. 

Note: give the four pulling line the same pulling force 
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  The Fifth Step�Adding oil to the hydraulic system. 
1. prepare the 60Liters of HL46 model hydraulic oil, funnel and gauze and put them on the footplate of 

cabinet 

2. open the cabinet and fix it by the crutch�open the mouth of the hydraulic station, put the funnel and 

pour the hydraulic oil. 

Note: people climbing up the tower must wear safety facilities� 

The Sixth Step� battery collocation and set 

1. battery must be set in a dry�medium temperature indoor place. Meanwhile keep the place should be 

spacious and well-ventilated. Figure out that the amount of the batteries, the connection way: in 

series or in parallel, and then design and install the support for batteries, for controller &inverter(one 

device). 

2. FD18.0-50KW wind generator generally matches 120pcs 12V200AH batteries (recommend). 

wipe the grease or other antisepticised materials onto all of the connector lugs. Build in fuse into the 
positive pole of the batteries in order to avoid electromagnetic interference, wires between battery and 
controller connections should be shorter than 3m 
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The Seventh Step� install inverter with controller in it. 

1� Connecting the batteries, the method is: the first battery’s negative pole to the second battery’s 
positive pole. Others are in Analogy 

2� Connecting the positive pole of the controller to the last battery’s positive one, while its negative 
pole has been connected to the first battery’s negative one. 

3� One wire from the generator part is for signal sending, signal like changing direction, rotating 
speed, temperature, twist, dogvane etc. There should be connected with connection terminals on 
the corresponding place on the back of the controller&inverter(one device). 

4� When connect the inverter, make sure that the inverter’s voltage should be equivalent to the 
battery’s voltage. 

5� The detailed parameter of inverter and controller, please read the user manual of controller and 
inverter. 

 

User manual of inverter & controller            
In order to keep human and equipment safe, please read the manual carefully before using it. 

1. Function 

This equipment has the function of controlling wind generator, inverter the DC voltage of battery into 

local AC voltage and frequency. The electricity can supply power for motivaty, lighting, heating 

equipments for factory, mine, isolated areas etc. It has a wide range of voltage. It can function well and 

has three the protection ways: under voltage, over voltage, over electricity current. when the voltage is in 

between 320V to 450V When the input voltage is under 300V or above 500V,and the input electricity 

current is over 160A�the inverter will protect itself and stop operating. And at the same time, the input 

voltage should be adjusted to reduce the load and restart the inverter. 

2. usage� 

1) inverting 

open the inverter&controller’s back door, the wires from battery connect with the positive terminal and 

negative terminal(the circuitry should open and the DC power supply should have the isolation device)�

make sure the connection is correct, or else it will burn out the160A fuse. Connect the three-phase load 

with the U,V,W three terminals. N is ought to wire. Press the start of inverter so that it will operate. 

2)  control 

Open the front door, connect the U,V,W of wind generator with the controller’s U,V,W by the wire. The 

wire from battery connects with P+ and P-. 
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Note: the positive pole and negative pole should be connect correctly and firmly. 

After connecting the wire, turn round the key and turn it into the automatic and it will work automatically; 

should turn it into the manual status and press the hand-left turn and hand-right turn, the generator will 

turn left or right. 

Note: when testing, turn it into manual status, press the hand left-turn, the generator will turn 

left of the you, at this moment, it is right (facing the fronts piece of generator). If it turns to the 

right of you, just overturn the23 and 24. 

When the generator is working regularly, turn the switch into automatical status. The manual status 

generally is generally used when it is tested and in emergency. At this time, the protection way will not 

play role in the equipment. The focus control part of this part is Siemens brand PLC, which is reliable and 

has wide range of working voltage, long life and high anti-interference merits.  

 Faceplate indicate� 

Pay more attention to whether it is at fault, alarm, super speed, over electric current, over heat, cable-twist 

or not timely, once you find it please adjust it timely. The terminals support inverting: DC voltage, current; 

output AC voltage, current, inverting, failure; terminals support control part: generator voltage, charge 

current, battery voltage, wind speed, and indicator light. When it is on the automatic state, should any of 

the occasions below the super wind speed, over current or over heat occur, the generator will reduce the 

load by automatic yaw; should the cable-twist occur, the generator will untwist itself automatically as also. 

3. Technical parameter� 

1) Inverter parameter� 

Rated input voltage: DC360V 

Rated input electric current: 150A 

Breaker: DC input 160A 

Rated output electric current:100A 

Frequency: 50HZ±1% 

Efficiency: ≥95% 

Wave: pure sine wave 

Weight: 300KG 
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Apparent power: 50KVA 

Temperature: -10��+45� 

 

2) Control parameter�   

Generator power: 50KW 

Rated voltage:  AC380 V    

Rated electric current:  AC75A 

Rated charging electric current: DC100A               

4�Touch screen usage: 

Touch screen can be divided into three pages: the first page, alarm page, system set page 

Wind turbine operating factor 
1. Hydraulic oil pressure (the instantaneous pressure) 
2. Turbine temperature (the instantaneous temperature of generator) 
3. Turbine rotating speed (the instantaneous rotating speed) 
4. Working indicating (when it is working regularly it is “normal working”, or else, it is alarm and also with 

the red glitter.) 
5. No.of cable -left-twist & No. of cable-right-twist (indicate that the total amount of wind generator rotates 
to left or to right.) 

6. Hydraulic level indicator (indicate the hydraulic oil level) 

7. Button: the page of alarm (turn to page of alarm) 
       System set (turn to page of system set) 
     English (you can change the language that you can understand) 
 

1. page of alarm  

This page will give you all of the parameters of the generator, if the parameter is correct, the indicator is in 
green. If it is beyond the normal parameter, the indicator is in red and glittering. Which show the 
parameters namely� oil pump, electric current, voltage, rotating speed, temperature, cable-left twist, 
cable-right twist. 
Among which the “fault confirming” is generally used for the recovery of pump and transducer. Once the 
oil pump is overload, it will show “oil pump fault”. At this time, you have to figure out the cause to it, and 
then you press the “fault confirming” to commit to manual recovery till then, the oil pump works. 

2. page of system set� 

Generally it is not essential to set the system, except for the special conditions below 
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1) left-cable twist reset&right-cable twist reset mean that making the turn of left-twist and the turn of 

right-twist to be zero.(you handle this unless it appears instantaneous turn is more than the real turn, 

commonly it is not recommended to do ). 

2) temperature alarm set�the ex-factory is 100��when operate it, the temperature should be set 

0-150� 

Note: pay more attention to the follow format, the last number of input number is decimal (only one 

decimal) .For example, if you input 1000, the computer will take it into 100.0 as granted. Do not input 

decimal (like 100.0). Every time you break off the electricity and restart, the computer will turn to default 

value again. if do not need the default value, please reset it. 

3) The hydraulic pressure set�the ex-factor is 20Mpa, when operate it, the pressure should be set 

0-25Mpa, 

Note: pay more attention to the follow format the last number of input number is decimal(only one 

decimal),For example, if you input 200�the computer will take it into 20.0as granted. Do not input decimal 

(like20.0), every time you break off the electricity and restart, the computer will turn to default value again. 

If do not need the default value, please reset it. 

windmill brake status indicating�show the instantaneous brake status, the green color stands for loose 

state, the red glitter status indicate that it is braking. 

4) Windmill brake manually: that is to say, you brake the windmill by hand. But before carrying out this 

activity, turn the whole system manually. 

 

5. Notice: 

1� When using it, make sure that there is no other power supply charging the load, or else it will destroy 

the inverter. 

2� The DC power supply input terminal is(� ���The AC power supply output terminal is (U V W),make 

sure that all of them are in the right connection, or else it will destroy the inverter completely. 

3� Do not supply electricity to the load at the same time but one by one;5KW and above generator should 

adopt the triangle start or autotransformer act�or you connect the load first and then restart the inverter. 

4� The total load power should be less than the total rated output power of the inverter. Should not 

overload when it is working�each phase of the load should be allotted on average when it is time to use 
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the 220V,  but each phase should not more than the 33% of the total rated capacity. 

5� Our wind generator can protect the circuit by overvoltage and under voltage, it can work regularly in 

between320V and 450V, but ensure the voltage is within the limitation of 500V, or else it will destroy the 

inverter completely. 

6� The product mainly aims at supplying electricity to dynamic load�lighting� heating�house equipment 

and official facility for industry and mine. 

7� The breaker you choose should according to the rules, do not make bold with the bigger model. When 

you replace it, please keep cutting off the power supply in mind. 

8�  The breaker inside of the inverter should not be taken as the switch off device of input power supply, 

when it  is the time to repair the inverter, you should switch off the input power supply externally. 

9� The wire connection of Partial breakers and contactors is adopted reverse connection which should 

draw your attention, especially when you check or repair it. 

10�Set the inverter in a dry and ventilate place� do not set it on top of the twittering object. 

11�The crust should be grounded to avoid creep age. 

12�When you use it outdoors, please keep the place moisture proof. 

13�Inspecting the wind generator working state at any time, especially the inclement weather, the wind 

speed is above 25m/s. you inspect the items as follow: whether the wind generator is super speed�

whether the generator overheats and whether the electric current is over current, meanwhile, the 

irregular sound of the generator, the voltage of the battery( you should stop the wind generator, when 

the batteries are full) will also get your attention. 

14�When the wind is 3m/s, the wind is fixed(speed and direction), the controller can face the wind speed 

automatically and rotate. If you shut the wind generator down, the device should be changed into the 

manual state by the commutation switch and then keep the wind generator crosswind to stop the 

generator.   

15�Anything refers to the DC terminal connection, the positive pole or negative pole should focus your 

mind. Do not connect wrongly which may cause the fire 

16� Attention to the battery voltage during charging, the voltage should not exceed 430V,once the 

batteries are full, stop the wind generator. 

17�When the generator is working, checking that whether the cable twist the pole, if so, just untwist to 
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prevent twisting off the cable. 

1) Before Installing the machine, do read the user manual carefully and seriously 
2) Operating the electric device, you’d better to wear the insulating gloves Preventing to get an 

electric shock that caused by aging or excessive using and so on 
3) With 50 meters, forbid any movement or constructing the house avoid the danger caused by the 

windmill working.                                         
4) Far away from the high voltage wire                                                           
5) Suggesting that put down the tower before the typhoon or strong storm approaching 

After-sale service 
1. Guarantee to keep completed wind power generator in good repair 
2. For on appro and repairing terms of validity count from purchasing day.  
3.  In one of following situations, does not implement 3 

A. The equipment trouble that caused by the installation not according to the specification 
B�The equipment trouble that caused by force majeure such as the irresistible natural disaster  
C. The equipment trouble that caused by the accident of wind power generator falling down. 
D. Customer re-equips the equipment privately 

The final explanation right of this user’ manual is for the confirmation iget 
notice if any products of the company change models 
 
THANKS FOR USING OUR PRODUCTS! 

 
 
 
 IGET SS 524 N 21 66030 MOZZAGROGNA    CHIETI   TEL 0872 57123
MAIL iget@igetcol.it             www.igetcol.it
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